The Good Shepherd

By William Schlegl

In Psalm 23:1, David acclaims: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.” A shepherd looks after each and every one of his sheep, just as Jesus Christ looks after each and every one of us. To discover what happens when we follow Jesus Christ, write the letter that comes in alphabetical order between each pair of letters on the blank. (For this puzzle, A follows Z). Check your answer in the scripture.

RT TV QS DF KM XZ FH NP NP CE MO DF RT RT

ZB MO CE LN DF QS BD XZ RT GI ZB KM KM

EG NP KM KM NP VX LN DF ZB KM KM SU GI DF

CE ZB XZ RT NP EG LN XZ KM HJ EG DF

ZB MO CE HJ VX HJ KM KM CE VX DF KM KM

HJ MO SU GI DF GI NP TV RT DF NP EG

SU GI DF KM NP QS CE EG NP QS DF UW DF QS

(PSalm 23:6).

Books of the Old Testament

By Mimi Moya

There are thirty-nine books in the Old Testament. To spell the names of twelve of these books, fill in the circles with the correct vowels, and the squares with the correct consonants.

1. G N S S
2. 1 and 2 A U E
3. K N G S
4. U E
5. S H
6. O
7. P R V R B S
8. E O U
9. J S H
10. A
11. D N L
12. E I E

FUNSTUF ANSWERS